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Dear Fellow farmers 

We are all overwhelmed with auction correspondence in all forms – letters, faxes and e-mails, to name a few. It is difficult to 
decide what to read and when to just press the “delete button” without spending any time on it. I sincerely hope that my letter 
will be one of the lucky ones to be read! 

This year our Farmers’ Day (Thursday 28 May) and the Auction (Friday 29 May) will be large and lots of fun! Make an effort 
to come and enjoy it with us and many other farmers. 

I have thought it good to share some thoughts with your on our breeding program and stud in general.

STUD BREEDING
Stud breeding is not static and it must continuously adjust to what the market requires. Hartebeestloop Bonsmaras have 
spent a lot of time and effort to get the qualities and characteristics which are important for the stud business to thrive, 
established in the herd. That has certainly now been achieved!

HARTEBEESTLOOP AND THEIR CLIENTS – THE COMMERCIAL FARMERS
The basis of Hartebeestloop stud is the commercial farmer – that is a fact that we have never disregarded. Through many 
years we have set the breeding objectives in such a way that the animals will perform best under commercial conditions. 

To understand the commercial farmer, you have to understand his business. The Hartebeestloop team have studied the 
market in Namibia and South Africa – visited the most successful feedlots, observed the successes on the “back grounding” 
farms, visited the best abattoirs (including the niche market abattoirs) and attended all the slaughterings. We have also 
learned about conformation and fat covering. 

And we have seen how certain Namibian farmers increased their profitability with up to 30% by focussing on the breeding of 
quality replacement heifers.

OFFICIAL PERFORMANCE TESTING AND “HARTEBEESTLOOP FARMERS PERFORMANCE” MEASUREMENTS
There is a difference between official performance testing and “Hartebeestloop Farmers Performance” measurements. 
Official performance testing is compulsory and all Bonsmara breeders do it to improve the breed. There is, however, a series 
of other economically important characteristics which can be measured as well. It is this group of characteristics that is 
referred to as “Hartebeestloop Farmers Performance” measurements. It includes pelvic measurements, Veld Bull tests, 
ultrasonic scanning, processing and recording of Meatco slaughter statements/reports, regular body condition scores for 
precision farming, determining minimum strategic lick supplement per herd/animal, and ongoing research on the animals that 
perform the best on the veld and for the different production systems. 

The “Hartebeestloop Farmers Performance” measurements are highly valued. 

Farmers cannot produce optimally without paying attention to these characteristics. A good example is pelvic measurements 
– Hartebeestloop still measures the pelvic areas of all male and female animals and by doing so, transfer calving ease over 
to the buyer’s herd. The profitability in farming is sometimes so under pressure that only a few calving problems can make a 
difference. Every business has its bread-and-butter issues which are important – the “Hartebeestloop Farmers Performance” 
measurements are the bread-and-butter issues of extensive farming. Hartebeestloop has already genetically bred these 
bread-and-butter issues into the herd and this benefit is transferred into other herds through the Hartebeestloop bulls.
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IN THE 2015 NEWSLETTER WE LOOK AT THE BULLS DIFFERENTLY
In the Hartebeestloop Auction Newsletter there is not as much reference to the physical and visual characteristics of the bulls 
as in the past. These include for example the description of characteristics which are important for adaptability, masculinity, 
conformation and many more. 

Most farmers have been taught well and know what to look out for. They look at a bull and draw their own conclusions about 
the quality of the characteristics and the bull in general. On the other hand, selection over many years: strict –stricter – 
strictest of the Hartebeestloop auction bulls, ensures that no bull is allowed on the auction that is not functionally efficient, 
structurally correct, adapted to the veld and packed with meat. The auction bulls have it all – why still write about it?

FERTILITY AND REPRODUCTION ABILITY IS HIGHLY REPEATABLE
With the recent drier years, everyone has realized the importance of outstanding fertility and good reproduction abilities. As 
part of our bull descriptions, the value of good maternal lines are highlighted. Fertility and reproduction ability are not highly 
hereditary, but are highly repeatable. Our focus is on highlighting the repeatability of these two characteristics through different 
generations of bull maternal lines. From great-great grandmothers all the way through to the actual mother of the auction bull! 
Bulls from these great maternal lines are our best defence against ever-increasing input costs.

HEALTHY RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NUMBERS AND WEIGHT / REPRODUCTION AND PRODUCTION
Farmers earn their income from numbers and weights in the form of meat. It does not have to be the one or the other, but 
that there should be a good combination between numbers and weights – i.e. good relationship between reproduction and 
production. 

Stud breeders should be encouraged to use eye muscle area, early fat deposition, slaughter yield percentage and meat yield 
as selection tools. Hartebeestloop has been doing ultrasonic scanning for almost a decade now and use the results to help 
with the selection for more meat on the carcass. All rejected and unwanted animals are slaughtered at Meatco and the data is 
transferred individually per animal from the floor slaughter report and payment statement, to Beefpro (Farming management 
program). 

Weaners which are bought from farmers who use Hartebeestloop bulls, are also studied. Thorough recordkeeping of the 
average daily weight gain, veld feed conversion ratio (ability to turn grazing into meat), slaughtering reports and profits earned 
at the abattoir, is used to determine how well these animals actually perform under commercial farming conditions. With the 
push of a button the blood lines which perform best as slaughter animals at the abattoir can be identified. The information of 
bulls and cows which breed the right carcass for optimal profit, is thus readily available.

HOW DOES THE OX PRODUCER BENEFIT FROM ALL THIS?
All bulls are subjected to an extensive growth test on the veld and a Veld Bull test. Good post weaning growth and outstanding 
veld feed conversion ratios are necessary for the ox farmer to produce optimally. This is all measured, recorded and bred 
into the herd – all for the benefit of the ox farmer. Hartebeestloop Bonsmaras’ achievements at Meatco (Meat Corporation of 
Namibia) are proof that the selection of good growth and good veld feed conversion ratios, work very well.

HOW DOES THE WEANER FARMER BENEFIT FROM ALL THIS?
Sufficient milk in the herd is important for weaner producers. Annually, all cows are evaluated on milk production, average 
weaning weight of all her calves at 7 months and the quality and capacity of her udder and teats. The commercial farmer 
cannot produce weaners optimally without establishing the aforementioned characteristics in the herd. This is where we come 
in to help by providing the animals that have these characteristics.

THE COW’S INPUT IS 50% FOR EACH BULL PRESENT AT THE AUCTION
Extensive and on-going research at Hartebeestloop clearly shows which type of cows are most successful in breeding bulls 
for weaner- and oxen production systems respectively. The research also identifies the cows that breed bulls which should do 
well in both production systems. 

The research data of every individual bull mother was used when recommendations were done on bull usage for a specific 
production system. The recommendation is thus based on research data and not on personal opinion based on the visual 
appearance of the animal only. This more scientific approach helps the farmer to make the right decision.

CROSS-BREEDING IS ALMOST “PURELY” NAMIBIAN AND ALSO OUR BUSINESS
Farmers are aware of the successful cross-breeding program that Hartebeestloop did with Bonsmara and some of the other 
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most common cattle breeds in Namibia. The results of the cross-breeding project were widely published in the media and 
also reported at the 2014 Hartebeestloop Farmers’ Day. All the participants in this study learned a lot about the application 
of Bonsmaras and also the good qualities of other breeds. After this exercise, all these project animals were slaughtered at 
Meatco and the profitability of the different cross-breedings could be calculated accurately. 

Experience and knowledge gained from the project, as well as the financial data, were used when bull recommendations 
for cross-breeding systems were done. There is therefore no unqualified warranty given that any Bonsmara bull would be 
successful in any cross-breeding system.

DOES IT GET WARMER AND ARE THE SEASONS MOVING FORWARDS?
This is surely the experience in the Kalahari. Adaptability and veld-hardened animals are be-coming more important than 
ever. Apart from the Veld Bull tests, regular body condition scores of all animals are done. This way the best performers on 
the veld can be identified as they are assessed under exactly the same conditions. Animals with these favourable genes can 
be multiplied fast and offered to the farmer. 

The system of selection on the veld and finishing-off for the auction on the veld, works well. This can in a way be measured 
by the results of the fertility tests done on the bulls – only 11 out of 172 bulls must be retested. Experience shows that the 
majority of the 11 bulls will also be confirmed fertile, when retested. With our auction bulls, you therefore should get a fit, 
fertile bull with a veld adapted rumen, when it is delivered to your farm. 

I conclude this letter with what I started with, and I would like to invite you to our auction on Friday 29 May. The Farmers’ 
Day will certainly be a hit again this year – do have a look at the program later in this document. 

We look forward to welcoming you at Hartebeestloop! 

Kind regards

Joggie Briedenhann and everyone at Hartebeestloop

THOUGHTS ABOUT FERTILITY, REPRODUCTION ABILITY AND HARTEBEESTLOOP COW HERD!

• The 2015 Elite Platinum SA Studbook / Landbouweekblad Bonsmara cow, comes from the Hartebeestloop herd.
• In 2013 and 2014 Hartebeestloop Bonsmaras was the outside South Africa winner as well as the Southern Namibia 

winner respectively of the LNR National Beef Cattle Improvement Herd of the Year.
• Over the last 3 years the herd has been amongst the first 10 Platinum herds of the year, as determined by SA Studbook 

for all breeds that are registered with the institution.
• At the end of 2014 Hartebeestloop Bonsmaras had an average Age at First Calving of 25 months and Intercalving Period of 

385 days for 477 stud cows.

Fertility and reproduction ability is not highly heritable, but it is indeed highly repeatable. It is therefore important to identify the 
maternal lines which constantly breed offspring that also exhibit high fertility and production ability. Fertile maternal lines and bulls 
bred from those maternal lines, is our best defence against increased input costs.

ROCK SAND & GRASS

   EXPLANATION OF THE SIGNS USED THROUGHOUT:
   The grass/sand & rock sign indicate the area where the bull was raised.
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LOT 1 : HART 12 - 0268
He is bred from the mainstay AG 03-0029 and our SA Studbook/Landbouweekblad Elite 

Platinum cow of 2015, VBB 06-115. Her mother HOT 01-0110 is also an Elite Gold cow with 
outstanding values. Here excellent fertility, reproduction and production have been bred in 
the mother line and this is exactly what everybody is looking for in their herds. VBB 06-0115 
has been selected with good reason as the 2015 Elite Platinum SA Pedigree/Landbouweek-
blad award cow. Two very good sons of hers have already been sold. Her AFC is 23 months, 

ICP is 354 days/7 calves, average wean index of 100/7, reproduction index of 121 and she weans at 51,1% of her body mass. 
She is a perfect example of a superb cow.

AG 03-0029’s performances on Hartebeestloop speak volumes. We are using two of his sons and his progeny are well rep-
resented in the Namibian Bonsmara.

HART 12-0268 is slightly bigger than medium frame (3,5) and I recommend that he be used only on cows. There is good 
musculature, length, width and depth in this bull. He has an abundance of meat and this can be seen in his carcass production 
breeding value index of 104. His growth breeding value indexes are all above breed average and his ADG index (103) and 
Kleiber index (101) are also above group average. His veld bull and pelvic indexes are good – he performed very well every-
where regardless of what was tested.

He exhibits excellent adaptability traits – this is of extreme importance for the Bonsmara that have to perform under extensive 
conditions. HART 12-0268 is very masculine with a well-formed scrotum measuring 40 cm.

His breeding values are second to none – much milk, good growth ability, large scrotum and very good feed conversion ratio.
HART 12-268 will make a very significant contribution to any herd – but especially where frame size, growth ability, milk 

and production have to be addressed. He is functionally effective, structurally correct, performed well during the performance 
testing, was a very good performer in the “Hartebeestloop Farmer Performances” and has an outstanding pedigree. 

This bull demands your special attention!

LOT 2 : HART 12 - 0245
He comes from the most utilized bloodlines in our herd – combination of AG 01-0152 and 

RCO 98-0037. His father HART 09-0073 was sold to Streicher Coetzee of Hochfeldtstreek 
Bonsmaras. His grandma HART 05-0027 (Elite Gold Cow) and great-grandma BHE 02-127 
(10 years old, 10 calves/ICP 375 days) on the father’s side are part of the best producing 
mother lines on the farm. Farmers must establish this type of bloodline in their herds – it is 

important for economic progress! He is the calf of a heifer HART 10-0176 and her performances are also outstanding. HART 
09-0073 was used a lot in the herd and there are now many good calves of his in the performance testing. 

HART 12-0245 is a typical medium frame “All Rounder, All Purpose” bull that can be used on cows and heifers. The old farm-
ers always said that “the bull is nicely put together” – and this is exactly what we are looking at here. Very good balance, good 
length, supple but good musculature, strong topline, good depth as well as strong legs.

The eye-muscle surface is (119), dressing-mass percentage (108) and carcass production (114). His breeding value indexes 
show that he is loaded with meat and ought to breed a stack of meat.

His pre-wean and post-wean growth ability value indexes exceed breed average and he exhibits excellent breeding value 
indexes for ADG (116), feed conversion ratio (116) and veld feed conversion (101). You can’t beat this!

He exhibits outstanding adaptability traits – they are also reflected in his veld bull test performances. There are good second-
ary masculinity traits in the bull – good darkening of the neck and a well-formed scrotum that hangs nicely and has a scrotal 
circumference of 37 cm.

His breeding value indexes are very good – light on birth, very good growth ability, superb weight gain and feed efficiency but 
yet a very acceptable mature weight. I am not worried about the milk breeding value indexes – wait until his heifers calve and 

BULL DESCRIPTIONS: 33 OF 63 LOTS
The Bonsmara has introduced Breeding Value Indices to make it easier to understand and interpret breeding 
values. It is not necessary to try and remember the many breeding values anymore. You can make a decision 
by looking at the Breeding Value Index which will indicate where an animal is in comparison to the breed aver-
age. There is general consensus amongst the scientists, members of the technical committee and stud breed-
ers that animals with a Breeding Value Index of 80 can be used without any problem. In some cases, a lower 
Breeding Value Index may actually be the better choice. If there is any uncertainty about the interpretation 
of breeding values, please contact me.
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LOT 3 : HART 12 - 0081
Stud breeding constantly requires thinking “out of the box” and trying out “new pairings”. 

HART 12-0081 is a line pairing with AG 98-0338 on both sides. AG 98-0338 has bred very 
good musculature and build. The father of HART 12-0081 is AG 03-0359 (see the “sire” link 
above to view his photo) which is very strong on milk (136 breeding value index) but in ad-
dition to much milk, has also bred a very good build and loads of meat. HART 12-0081 is a 

perfect example of successful line breeding. The build is right, musculature is ample and there is a lot of milk in the bull! 
HART 12-0081 comes from an excellent mother line. His grandmother RCO 03-0003 (Elite Gold) is still in the herd, and his 

mother HART 07-140’s AFC is 26 months, ICP 388 days/7 calves, average wean index 106 and reproduction index 114. If you 
want to farm successfully you need calves – many calves – and here are the mother lines that will ensure that you get all those 
calves! 

HART 12-0081 is a 3,5 frame-type “All Purpose” bull that can be used on cows and grown-out heifers. He will do extremely 
well in any weaner calf or ox production system – whether in a pure or crossbreeding programme. He will surely bring all the 
good traits to your herd for which the Bonsmara is renowned and which have led to the tremendous growth in the breed.

Have a good look at the performances of the bull during the official performance tests “Hartebeestloop Farmer Performance” 
testing:

Breeding value indexes for eye-muscle surface /musculature (112), dressing-mass percentage (105), carcass production 
(119), veld bull index (102) and pelvic index (111). He has a stack of meat, above average growth, is well adapted and performs 
on all possible farming levels.

His breeding value indexes are as close to ideal as possible – low on birth (103), excellent milk (126), good growth (106), 
outstanding average daily gain (128), excellent feed efficiency (126) and very good reproduction (102).

I must apologise for the many references to scientific values (breeding value indexes) in the description of the bull. But they 
are exactly the values which are of tremendous economic importance and which ensure financial success.

Have a good look at those values and allow them to influence your purchases of bulls – you will definitely be rewarded 
with extra money in your pocket!

LOT 4 : HART 12 - 0198
He is bred from AG 07-0400, son of AG 02-0251 and grandson of AG 98 - 0338. The 

mother is VZF 06-0121 with an AFC 30 months, ICP 349 days/7 calves and reproduction 
index 116. I won’t elaborate more on the father or mother lines – both are outstanding, es-
pecially the father line that is by far the greatest contributor to the Bonsmara gene pool in 
Southern Africa.

HART 12-0198 is a medium-frame, well-muscled bull that can be used on cows and grown-out heifers. He is an “All Purpose” 
bull which will perform extremely well in any production system. But his place is through and through in the stud breeder’s 
herd – he exhibits all the qualities and traits that the stud market demands! There are adaptability traits in the superlative 
degree: he has outstanding masculinity, all of us want to have and breed bulls of his build, ample musculature, very good pig-
mentation and a perfect scrotum measuring 41 cm. This father line’s prepotency is very strong and over many years we have 
seen how it constantly breeds this type of bull with the above excellent traits. 

Have a good look at his performance test data as well as the “Hartebeestloop Farmer Performance” indexes:
ADG (120), Kleiber (114), early fat deposition (113), eye-muscle surface (120), veld bull (114) and pelvis (100). Not a single 

trait that has been measured can be criticized.
His breeding value indexes are top of the range – almost breed average on birth, excellent pre-wean and post-wean growth 

ability, very good ADG and feed conversion ratios and good reproduction.
HART 12-0198 exhibits superb stud potential – I want to go as far as saying that he is a fully-fledged stud bull. He has been 

bred from the best at Hartebeestloop and is one of my favourites for stud breeding on auction this year. Stud breeders 
must give him serious consideration.

then the value will change greatly. He comes from bloodlines that have much milk.
HART 12-0245 is a bull that can safely be used in any herd. He will not introduce anything negative – but indeed a lot of 

positive traits. Correct frame size, good growth and very good ability to convert a little grass into lots of meat – those are his 
strong points. He is going to be an excellent purchase if you want to establish all the good traits of the Bonsmara in your herd.
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LOT 5 : HART 12 - 0007
He is bred from FCT 06-0147 of the late Kit Thompson’s Rutland Bonsmaras. The bull has 

introduced good, unrelated genetic material into our herd and has combined very well with 
the more Bosindicus type Kalahari cows. His mother HART 07-0045, which is a pure Namib-
ian breed, has an AFC of 23 months, ICP of 361 days/7 calves, an average wean index of 
105/5 and a reproduction index of 120. Her mother HART 04-0036 is an outstanding cow that 

was sold to Jomar Bonsmaras and is doing exceptionally well there.
FCT 06-0147 was used among others correctively in order to promote the herd’s growth ability. He is a medium-frame “All 

Rounder” bull that can be used on cows and heifers. He is an “All Purpose” bull which will perform well in any production 
system – you would do well to bear him in mind for crossbreeding with the more Sanga type cows or where very good growth 
ability is required.

He is functionally and structurally very correct with good musculature, is a long bull, has good width with ample depth through 
the forequarter. HART 12-0007 is loaded with meat and don’t neglect to pay attention to his “meat” breeding value indexes with 
eye-muscle surface area (131) and early fat deposition (110). He also performed well during the extensive growth test with an 
ADG index (108), Kleiber index (107) and veld bull index (103). His adaptability is very good with strong legs and good hump 
development. His secondary masculinity traits are very well developed and his scrotal circumference is 39,5 cm. 

He displays superior breeding value indexes – on breed average value for birth, very good growth ability, high ADG, effective 
feed conversion and good reproduction.

HART 12-0007 is the type of bull which does very well in Namibia. He can be used on heifers without any problem, has very 
good growth ability – both pre-wean and post-wean – a perfect frame type and very good veld feed conversion. 

This type of bull needs very little attention but yields good profits.

LOT 6 : HART 12 - 0199
He is bred from BHE 02-0074 from Fortress Bonsmaras which bred very well with us. 

His mother NGO 03-0066 is pure Namibian bred and is an Elite Gold cow. Her AFC is 30 
months, ICP 388 days/9 calves, average wean index 107/9, reproduction index 110 and all 
her calves presented were stud approved. She is one of the top performing cows on the 
farm.

HART 12-0199 is a medium-frame “All Rounder, All Purpose” bull that can be used on cows and heifers. He is an outstan-
ding bull in every respect – a bull brimming with stud potential. His musculature, build, width, length and depth through 
the forequarter are very good. His length/height ratio is 1.20. The topline is strong, slope of rump is very nice, legs are strong 
and the underline is very good.

His eye-muscle surface value index of 113 shows the good musculature and abundance of meat on the bull. His early fat 
deposition breeding value index of 109 shows that his progeny will round off early on the veld.

He is a top performer in the performance testing with wean index (110), ADG index (114) and Kleiber index (105).
It will be very difficult to breed better adaptability than that exhibited by HART 12-0199. It can clearly be seen in his veld bull 

index of 120! His secondary masculinity traits are very well developed with a strong head, good darkening and neat scrotum 
measuring 38 cm.

His breeding value indexes are very good – just above breed average on birth, very good growth ability, above average daily 
weight gain, good feed conversion ratio and reproduction.

HART 12-0199 is in every respect an outstanding bull with very high stud potential. He has more than enough of 
everything to make his mark in any stud herd. HART 12-0199 impresses me and I recommend him with confidence to any 
stud breeder.
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LOT 7 : HART 12 - 0141
He is bred from AG 06-0350, that was sold to Streicher Coetzee of Hochfeldtstreek Bons-

maras, and HART 08-0178. Her AFC is 27 months, ICP of 380 days/3 calves, average wean 
index 101/3 and reproduction index of 115.

HART 12-0141 is a medium-frame “All Rounder, All Purpose” bull that can be used on 
cows and heifers. He has very good traits that will add value to any production system. Con-

sider him for breeding replacement heifers or any crossbreeding where your cows tend more towards Bos Taurus types. Not 
every farmer is able to breed his own replacement heifers – it does not make economic sense. Use HART 12-0141 to introduce 
into your herd those traits found in the Bonsmara as chosen mother line to establish them in the cattle industry.

HART 12-0141 is a safe bull that is structurally very correct. His musculature is very good (eye-muscle surface breeding 
value index of 133), topline is strong, good mid-piece and nice depth through the forequarter. His length/height ratio of 1.19 is 
also better than breed average. His veld bull test index and pelvic index are both on group average.

He is loaded with meat and you must have a good look at his dressing-mass percentage and carcass production breeding 
value indexes of 114 and 105 respectively. But it all ends in the abattoir and there everything is settled!

His breeding value indexes are all reasonably within the order of normal and this ultimately determines his utilization.
HART 12-0141 is a typical “middle of the road” bull and this is the foundation of the Bonsmara’s success. He will not intro-

duce any negative aspects into your herd but will establish very good mother line traits. If you are busy with crossbreeding or 
are in the market for breeding replacement heifers, do not give this bull a miss!

LOT 8 : HART 12 - 0160
He is bred from AG 03-0359 which we used a lot to introduce and establish milk and build 

into the herd. The dam is GBS 06-0049 which breeds exceptionally well. Unfortunately she 
was sick and her last ICP was 673 days because she had not been with the bull and was 
standing in the kraal. She produced HART 10-0116 which we sold to Jungfrau Bonsmaras 
of Christo and Neurath Botha. 

Despite her sickness her reproduction figures still look very good.
HART 12-0160 is a medium-frame “All Rounder All Purpose” bull with very high stud potential. He is thick, wide, exhibits 

good musculature, very good capacity, nice depth through the forequarter and a good length/height ratio of 1.18. The topline 
is strong, hindquarter is good and the bull has very good balance. The bull is loaded with meat and he is packed with meat in 
the loin areas as well; the rump has good meatiness and his hindquarter muscles are attached low down. He is a more early 
mature bull and this can be seen is his early fat deposition breeding value index of 109. HART 12-0160’s veld bull index (104) 
and pelvic index (104) show that he is actually performing well on all measurement levels.

The adaptability traits of HART 12-0160 are excellent. From a wide mouth to good eyebrows, strong hump, long tail, strong 
legs and good claws. He has everything. HART 12-0160 is a very masculine bull – have a good look at the head, strong bull’s 
neck with good darkening and well-formed scrotum that hangs perfectly and measures 38 cm.

His breeding value index is also good – low on birth, ample growth and very good milk. Bulls with this type of build and good 
musculature, which are also strong on milk, are rare!

HART 12-0160 is a potential stud bull and I am convinced that he can play a very big role in the future of the Namib-
ian Bonsmara. He exhibits all the traits in demand by the stud market. Stud breeders must pay special attention to him.
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LOT 9 : HART 12 - 0051
   He is bred from HART 08-0240, the son of AG 98-0338. He is one of the bulls that are 
used most often correctively in the herd to make sure that there is an improvement in load-
ing the frame with meat. He did this to perfection and don’t forget to have a look at his oth-
er sons on auction. HART 12-0051 once again comes from excellent mother lines – NGO 
03-0007 (Elite Gold) on father’s side and JMP 04-0019 and HART 07-0170 on mother’s 

side. All 3 cows are still in the herd. HART 07-0170’s AFC is 23 months, ICP 374 days/6 calves, wean index of 101/5, RI of 
119 and 100% stud approval of all her calves offered. These outstanding mother lines are part of his pedigree.
   HART 12-0051 is a medium-frame bull that I would use on cows. He will do extremely well in weaner calf or ox produc-
tion and is also the ideal bull for crossbreeding – or even if you just want to establish the good traits of the Bonsmara in your 
herd. The bull has good musculature, ample width and capacity as well as nice length. His length/height ratio of 1.24 is much 
better than breed average. He has meat breeding value indexes for eye-muscle surface (106), early fat deposition (102), 
dressing-mass percentage (99) and carcass production (105). With a veld bull index of 104 and pelvic index of 107 he stands 
out as a bull that demands a second look.
He exhibits outstanding adaptability – just look at his veld bull performance. The bull has good masculinity traits – strong 
head, nice darkening and neat scrotum measuring 41 cm. 
   His breeding value indexes are very good – heavier on birth, excellent growth ability with much milk, far above average 
daily weight gain, outstanding feed conversion and very good reproduction.
   HART 12-0051 is a very strong bull that will surely attract attention. He has good meatiness, performs superbly on the veld, 
is structurally very well put together and has excellent performance test figures. Establish or strengthen the Bonsmara 
genes in your herd with this type of bull.

LOT 10 : HART 12 - 0009
He is a very strong bull bred from FCT 06-0147 and HJB 02-0289. The FCT bulls from 

Rutland Bonsmaras were primarily used to address growth and framework in the herd. FCT 
06-0147 was correctively paired with high performance cows in reproduction which are rather 
small and flatsided. HART 12-0009 comes from outstanding mother lines – grandmother 
on father’s side is FCT 02-0056 (Elite Gold) and the mother is HJB 02-0289. Her AFC is 36 

months, ICP of 367 days/10 calves, wean index is 102/9, RI is 110 and 100% stud approval of all her calves offered.
HART 12-0009 is a medium-frame “All Rounder All Purpose” bull that can be used on cows and heifers. You immediately 

notice the good qualities and stud potential in him – good musculature, strong topline, ample width and capacity, depth in the 
forequarter and good balance. His breeding value indexes for meat on carcass are outstanding – eye-muscle surface (125), 
dressing-mass percentage (122) and carcass production (115). We have been doing ultrasonic scanning for many years and 
the values are very significant. They are proven and cross-referenced with the Meatco slaughter records – what we report, is 
what you get! Meat remains our business.

His adaptability on the veld is very good – he shines, is always in good condition on the veld and his legs and claws are 
strong. He exhibits very good secondary masculinity traits – with strong head, typical bull’s neck with nice darkening and neat 
scrotum measuring 36 cm.

His breeding value indexes are close to breed average without any exceptional values.
HART 12-0009 is one of the strong bulls on auction and he will attract attention. He exhibits those traits which cattle 

farmers consider necessary for successful economic farming. Stud breeders would also want to establish these traits in their 
herds and ought to give serious consideration to HART 12-0009. 
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LOT 11 : HART 12 - 0209
We have done very well by selectively combining the bloodlines AG 98-0338 and RCO 98-

0037. The breeding of HART 12-0209 was done that way. He is bred from HART 07-0087 
and HART 10-0140. I have to mention that HART 12-0209 comes from excellent mother 
lines – HJB 04-0027 on father’s side and is still in the herd (have a look at her figures in the 
catalogue) and HART 10-0140 as mother. He is her first calf as heifer and her AFC is 25 

months, ICP 389 days/3 calves, wean index is 99/2 and RI is 118. The drier years have taught me that if there is no calf, then 
the problem is so much greater. All of us should put more emphasis on the performances of the cow lines.

HART 12-0209 is an early-mature medium-frame “All Rounder, All Purpose” bull that can be used on cows and heifers. He 
exhibits ample musculature, strong topline, enough depth through the forequarter and good hindquarter. There is ample meat 
on the bull and this is complemented by his good growth ability. He was a Top Performer at the performance testing with wean 
index (100), ADG index (109), Kleiber index (112) and veld bull index (114). He was one of the top growers in his group. His 
early fat deposition breeding value index of 132 contributes to his constantly good condition on the veld. HART 12-0209 has 
outstanding adaptability traits for performance on the veld – strong eyebrows, good hump, long tail and absolutely first-class 
coat and hair. His condition count on the veld is always good. He is masculine with strong head, good darkening and well-
formed scrotum that hangs neatly and measures 39 cm. Look also at his good underline.

His breeding value indexes are very good – low on birth, good pre-wean and post-wean growth ability, very good average 
daily weight gain, outstanding veld feed conversion ratio and positive reproduction value.

HART 12-0209 is an example of the Bonsmara we have seen doing well throughout Southern Africa. No problems with births, 
good growth ability for both weaner calf and ox production, breeding nice replacement heifers and can very successfully be 
used in any crossbreeding system. 

He will sort out most of the “mistakes” in your herd. Most farmers need such a bull and nothing else.

LOT 12 : HART 12 - 0164
A very strong bull bred from AG 03-0029 and HART 08-0233. AG 03-0029 has bred excep-

tionally well with us and his progeny are well dispersed among stud and commercial herds in 
Namibia. Progeny of AG 03-0029 are doing extremely well at EMOK Bonsmaras of Edward 
Hansen and Johann & Leon Humann from Gobabis. A grandson of his, AG 12-0044 is Lot 4 
on the 2015 Arcadia auction of Arthur de Villiers. Lot 4 is often the “flag ship” bull at stud auc-
tions. We are also selling a son of his, HART 10-0116 to Jungfrau Bonsmaras of Christo and 

Neurath Botha. At my last visit to them I found that HART 10-0116 was doing extremely well and I am confident that they can 
expect much from his progeny. There are only specific bull lines that constantly perform well.

HART 12-0164 is a medium-frame “All Rounder, All Purpose” bull that can be used on cows and heifers. You can immediately 
see the stud potential in the bull. He is very well muscled, displays a strong topline, good slope of rump and tailsetting, full 
thighs, hindquarter loaded with meat and good mid piece. The bull has good width and length – his length/height ratio is 1.23, 
which is far better than breed average. He has ample meat and will round off early on the veld – eye-muscle surface and early 
fat deposition breeding value indexes of 111 and 106 respectively. This is an excellent combination in any beefer. He is a TOP 
PERFORMER in the official performance testing and “Hartebeestloop Farmer Performance” – wean index (101), ADG (110), 
Kleiber/veld feed conversion (109), veld bull (117), pelvic index (114) and condition count in the top 5% of the group from wean-
ing to auction! We cannot ask for better!

The bull has outstanding adaptability – look at his tail that almost touches the ground, splendid glossy coat and hair, strong 
legs and claws as well as good hump development. He exhibits very good secondary masculinity – strong head, very nice dark-
ening and good scrotum measuring 38 cm. You can see he is pure bull.

His breeding value indexes are also well balanced - low on birth, very good pre-wean and post-wean growth ability and breed 
average ADG and feed conversion. His scrotal breeding value has already improved from -7.7 (current) to -1.5 (latest breed-
ing value). I want to mention that the scrotum breeding value indexes of AG 03-0029’s progeny improve annually as more bull 
progeny are tested. 

HART 12-0164 is one of the favourite bulls on auction. He is structurally very good, did extremely well in performance test-
ing and “Hartebeestloop Farmer Performance” measurements, is well adapted, hardy and has a very good pedigree. He is one 
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LOT 13 : HART 13 - 0048
He is one of the younger bulls on auction and will be 2 years and 3 months old at the time 

of the auction. He is bred from the mainstay bull HJS 03-0016 – he really had a great impact 
on our herd and a significant effect on several traits. The dam is HART 07-0006 with AFC 23 
months, ICP 352 days/6 calves and RI of 122. All her calves offered received stud approval 
and all her heifers are used in the herd. That can’t be beaten.

HART 13-0048 is an early mature medium-frame “All Rounder, All Purpose” bull that can be used on both heifers and cows. 
He has superb traits – just look at his musculature, build, width, topline and mid-piece. His slope of rump and loins are loaded 
with meat, hindquarter is well developed and both inner and outer thighs have an abundance of meat. The bull has very good 
balance and moves with great ease. His strong leg structure and very good claws also deserve a good look. For such a young 
bull he has great character and very good attitude.

He was a TOP PERFORMER in the performance testing and “Hartebeestloop Farmer Performance” measurements 
– ADG (127), Kleiber/veld feed conversion (126), veld bull (115), pelvic index (101) and his condition count from wean to auc-
tion is always in the top 5% of the group. That is exactly the type of cattle we want to breed and you want to farm with! His 
adaptability traits are top of the range and his performances on the veld clearly reflect this. It is difficult to breed a better bull 
than the one in front of you.

His secondary masculinity traits are very well developed for such a young bull – head is strong, attitude is proud and scrotum 
is well formed, hangs very nicely and measures 39 cm.

His breeding value indexes are once again second to none – low on birth, very good pre-wean and post-wean growth ability, 
more than enough milk, very good daily weight gain and feed efficiency and good reproduction value.

HART 13-0048 is a young bull with much stud potential. He will still become better and stronger and in my opinion he will 
become a top stud bull in someone’s herd. Stud breeders and serious commercial breeders cannot afford to overlook him. He 
looks exactly like his father and if he breeds like him – then you have hit the jackpot with this bull.

LOT 14 : HART 12 - 0187
He is bred from HART 06-0058 and NGO 00-0069. She is one of the very best cows on 

Hartebeestloop and from her I have sold top stud bulls to EMOK Bonsmaras of Edward 
Hansen, Tsumis Bonsmaras, Arnold Klein and Werner and Anita Schroer of Duinegeurbo-
erdery. Anita was my stud animal manager and she knows cattle. I am using one son in the 
herd and it is with a heavy heart that I am offering HART 12-0187 on auction. NGO 00-0069’s 

AFC is 30 months, ICP is 414 days/11 calves, wean index is 104/10, RI is 110 and 89% of all her calves offered are stud ap-
proved with 7/7 bulls offered. She weans on average at 51,7% of her body mass.

That is not all about the mother line – HART 06-0058’s grandma on father’s side is BHE 03-0104 which is still in the herd. 
Her AFC is 34 months with ICP 384 days/10 calves. 

HART 12-0187 comes from the most fertile, highest reproducing and best producing mother lines in the herd. HART 06-0058 
is at Charlottenberg Bonsmaras of Henning and Barbara du Toit.

HART 12-0187 is a medium-frame “All Rounder, All Purpose” bull that displays very high stud potential. He immediately at-
tracts your attention with his good length (length/height ratio of 1.23!), nice depth through the forequarter, good capacity, width 
and musculature. There is an abundance of meat on this bull with loins loaded with meat, as well as the slope of rump, strong 
hindquarter and full thighs. He is a TOP PERFORMER in performance testing and “Hartebeestloop Farmer Performance” 
measurements – wean index (123), and this comes from his outstanding mother’s milk ability, ADG (106), Kleiber (102), veld 
bull index (107) and pelvic index (100). He maintains his condition extremely well on the veld and his early fat deposition breed-
ing value index is 128. All in all, you cannot improve on HART 12-0187. 

The breeding value indexes are the best in the industry – low on birth, very good pre-wean and post-wean growth ability, 
more than enough milk, excellent daily weight gain and feed conversion, very good reproduction values and good body meas-

of the bulls that lives up to his pedigree’s promise and did not just inherit it. He has earned his performances. 
This bull deserves the attention of stud breeders!
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LOT 15 : HART 12 - 0080
There are 2 bloodlines we use to increase the milk traits in the herd, namely HART 07-0087 

/ AG 03-0359 and HJS 03-0016. That was done with the breeding of HART 12-0080 – just 
have a look at his milk breeding value index of 104. We must also pay special attention to our 
weaner calf clients for whom good milk figures have important economic value. This combina-
tion breeding produces very good build, acceptable growth and good average daily weight 
gain and also good feed efficiency.

The dam is HART 10-0039 with AFC 24 months, ICP 352 days/3 calves, wean index is 109/3, RI is 123 and 100% stud ap-
proval of all her calves offered. I sold her to Harry Erasmus of Erasmus Bonsmaras during the drought period at the beginning 
of 2015. Her mother BHE 02-127 is an Elite Gold cow and is still in the herd – have a good look at her performances listed in 
the catalogue.

HART 12-0080 is a medium-frame “All Rounder, All Purpose” bull that can be used on cows and heifers as well as in any 
production system. There is ample growth and milk for weaner calf production as well as sufficient daily weight gain and veld 
feed conversion to extensively rear oxen. We have seen over the years that heifers/cows of this type of build (as shown by          
HART 12-0080) do best of all under extensive conditions.

Give him serious consideration for breeding replacement heifers of excellent build with more than enough milk. Of course 
he will also do very well in a crossbreeding programme with especially Brahman type cows. His large pelvic index of 105 is of 
course an extra bonus.

HART 12-0080 is a strong bull with good build, nice capacity, good spring of rib, ample musculature and good depth through 
the forequarter. He is loaded with meat and is well filled out everywhere. His adaptability is substantiated by his 107 veld bull 
index and his constantly good condition count on the veld.

His breeding value indexes are also good – low on birth, ample growth ability, much milk, good ADG and feed conversion as 
well as very good positive reproduction value. 

HART 12-0080 will attract attention at the auction. Serious commercial breeders must take the opportunity to have a good 
look at the bull. His good traits are exactly those which are required in any herd to farm more successfully. Consider him for 
entering the replacement heifer market – or introduce his good build, excellent milk ability and good average daily weight gain 
into your herd – whether pure or crossbreeding herd.

LOT 16 : HART 12 - 0067
He is bred from HJS 03-0016 and CEF 99-0157 – she is from the Zinabos stud of Fourie 

Scheepers. CEF 99-0157 is an Elite Gold cow with AFC 27 months, ICP 393 days/13 calves, 
wean index is 100/12 calves and RI is 111. 70% of her calves offered were stud approved 
and she weans at 48,5% of her body mass. Some cows just continue to perform irrespective 
of their age. She combined very well with HJS 03-0016, and HART 12-0067 is a strong bull. 

HART 12-0067 is a medium-frame “All Rounder, All Purpose” bull that can be used on 
cows and heifers. He exhibits good musculature, nice capacity, sufficient width, good depth through the forequarter, strong 
topline and very good length. His length/height ratio is 1.27 which is surely one of the very best at the auction. His slope of rump 
is as close to ideal as possible, hindquarter is well developed and his legs are strong with good width across the hocks. There 
is very good meatiness on the bull with an abundance of meat across the loins and good inner and outer thighs.

His adaptability is really good with good hump development, long tail, good claws and shiny coat and hair. His veld bull index 
which gives an indication of his adaptability on the veld is 102. His Kleiber/veld feed conversion is 101 which also shows that 
he is well adapted on the veld – his early fat deposition breeding value index of 129 is excellent and confirms all the above 
traits, his good condition and his adaptability. He displays great masculinity with strong head and outstanding scrotum with a 
circumference of 40 cm.

His breeding value indexes are once again very good – basically on breed average for birth, very good pre-wean and post-
wean growth ability, enough milk with excellent daily weight gain and feed efficiency as well as very good reproduction values. 
You cannot get closer to ideal than this! 

HART 12-0067 is a potential stud bull and stud breeders will have to spot him early. He has outstanding qualities and traits 

urements.
HART 12-0187 ought to go to a stud herd where his type of genetic material has to be multiplied very quickly and 

made available to fellow breeders and commercial farmers. This type of bull will increase the demand for and growth in the 
breed still further. I can recommend HART 12-0187 for stud breeding with absolute confidence. 
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LOT 22 : HART 12 - 0206
Top bull bred from AG 03-0029 and HART 05-0008 (Elite Gold). She certainly is among the 

top 10 best cows on Hartebeestloop with AFC 26 months, ICP 375 days/8 calves, wean index 
is 109/7 and RI is 115. Only one of her calves offered has not been stud approved. Her mother 
NGO 01-0023 is 14 years old and still in the herd – have a good look at her performance 
figures in the catalogue. These are outstanding mother lines and the herd is built up on this 

type of performers.
HART 12-0206 is a medium-frame bull which I would at first use only on cows. Have a look at his calves and then you can 

make up your mind whether he is suitable for mating with first-time heifers. His frame type does not trouble as much as his mus-
culature and width with regard to possible calving problems. He displays very good build, good musculature, nice capacity and 
depth through the forequarter with strong topline. His length/height ratio of 1.18 is also very good. He has good meatiness and 
the loins, hump, hindquarter and thighs are generally well filled. He performed tops with wean index (100), ADG (115), Kleiber/
veld conversion (115), veld bull index (97) and pelvic index (101). Once again a bull that rounds off very well and very early on 
the veld with early fat deposition breeding value index of 121. The above values form the outstanding combinations for farming 
with veld cattle. He is very masculine with strong head, nice pigmentation, good darkening and well-formed scrotum that hangs 
neatly and has a circumference of 41 cm.

HART 12-0206’s breeding value indexes are really very good as well – slightly heavier on birth, outstanding pre-wean and 
post-wean growth ability, much milk, good average daily weight gain and feed conversion as well as very good reproduction 
values. Everything is perfectly in order as far as his figures are concerned.

HART 12-0206 is one of the stronger bulls on auction. He is earmarked as a bull with stud potential and stud breeders must 
give him serious consideration. There are definitely some of his traits that need to be introduced into other stud herds.

LOT 23 : HART 12 - 0180
He is bred from AG 06-0350 and WCS 08-0117 – the WCS animals all come from the East-

ern Cape and have actually adjusted very well. The term “epigenetics” is probably applicable 
here – it means that the progeny of an animal which you introduce into your environment 
will be much better equipped to adapt to the new environment. WCS 08-0117’s AFC is 29 
months, ICP 355 days/4 calves, wean index is 97/4, RI is 116 and 100% stud approval of all 

her calves offered. She weans at 51,1% of her body mass. Her mother WCS 04-0100 is still in the herd with excellent reproduc-
tion figures. From this mother line I sold an outstanding cow (HART 09-0275) to Harry Erasmus.

HART 12-0180 is an early mature, medium-frame “All Rounder, All Purpose” bull that can be used on cows and heifers. You 
can easily use him in any production system but I would recommend that he be used to breed replacement heifers or in a cross-
breeding system where the mother line effects of the Bonsmara are important. Both AG 06-0350 and this specific WCS mother 
line have bred very good replacement heifers in our herd. He is well-muscled with eye-muscle surface breeding value index 
of 132, exhibits nice depth and good capacity, with ample width and very good length. His length/height ratio is 1.22 which is 
considerably better than breed average. There is ample meat on the bull which is reflected in his dressing-mass percentage 
and carcass production breeding value indexes of 111 and 95 respectively. It is obvious that he is loaded with meat.

His adaptability traits are also very good – good hump development, long tail, strong legs and good claws with very nice 
shiny coat and hair. Secondary masculinity is well developed with strong head, good darkening and neat scrotum that hangs 
symmetrically and has a scrotal circumference of 39 cm.

His breeding value indexes are for the most part rather low – he can safely be used on your bigger later-mature type cows.
HART 12-0180 is going to be a good purchase for the commercial farmer who breeds his own replacement heifers or who 

wants to breed replacement heifers for the market. Consider him as well for any crossbreeding system where your cows’ frame 
size must be reduced slightly and where more adaptability and mother-line effect are required.

which are very useful in stud breeding. He is a very good performer, is adapted, phenotypically effective, structurally correct, 
masculine and has a superb pedigree. 

He deserves serious consideration for inclusion into your stud herd!
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LOT 24 : HART 12 - 0147
He is bred from AG 03-0359 and HART 10-0054. He is her first calf as heifer and I sold 

her to Jungfrau Bonsmaras. She also comes from the CEF 99-0157 bloodline – the same as 
HART 12-0067 (Lot 16). From this mother line I sold a top stud bull HART 11-0095 to Hendrik 
de Klerk of Gocharus Bonsmaras. This mother line has bred outstanding bulls which are in 
service all over Namibia. Further down the mother line we have AG 99-0104 (I have used 2 

sons of his in the herd with great success) and WAT 04-0339 (very strong bull of Kruger Bonsmaras which I used).
HART 12-0147 is a medium-frame “All Rounder, All Purpose” bull with very good stud potential. He exhibits good muscula-

ture and width, nice capacity and depth, strong topline and good length. He is one of the longer bulls on auction with length/
height ratio of 1.20. His meat traits are also very good with loins stacked with meat, rump loaded with meat, hindquarter that is 
well developed and full thighs. His performance test data show a Top Performer with wean (100), ADG (108), Kleiber/veld con-
version (111), veld bull (100) and pelvic index (104). HART 12-0147’s condition count was always in the top 5% of the animals 
in his group – he is adapted to extensive conditions. These counts were taken regularly and over a long period of time and give 
a very good indication of how well the animals thrive on the veld. During the drought years of 2013 and 2015 condition counts 
were used to identify the cattle that did better on the veld and to carry out exact feeding to save costs.

HART 12-0147’s masculinity traits are very well developed. His scrotal circumference is 38,5 cm and his scrotum is well 
formed and hangs symmetrically. HART 12-0147 is one of the possible stud bulls on auction. Don’t let his mother’s ICP 
influence you too much. She was sold in 2013 – the driest year in recorded history of Hartebeestloop – to Jungfrau Bonsmaras. 
It was still drier at their place and I kept the cattle at Hartebeestloop. Management determined her performance.

He is well worth a second look and to be put on your list!

LOT 25 : HART 12 - 0083
He is bred from HART 07-0087 and HART 10-0033. He was her first calf. Her AFC is 24 

months, ICP of 354 days/4 calves, wean index is 110/3 and RI is 122. Her mother BHE 02-
0036 is still in the herd and check out her reproduction figures in the catalogue. This is an 
outstanding mother line and animals from this line have been sold throughout Namibia.

HART 12-0083 is an early mature, medium-frame “All Rounder, All Purpose” bull that can 
be used on heifers and cows. He is thick, wide, with ample musculature and exhibits a good mid-piece and strong topline. The 
bull has good length with length/height ratio of 1.19 which is better than breed average. I like the bull’s meat traits – his frame 
is loaded with meat. Also look at the loins, rump, hindquarter and thighs. His breeding value indexes for eye-muscle surface 
(93), dressing-mass percentage (91) and carcass production (98) are very acceptable. 

His growth ability is good with ADG index of 102. He also performs well on the veld with veld bull index of 101 – his very good 
early fat deposition breeding value index of 109 ensures that he always maintains condition on the veld. In the drier years it is 
this type of animal that is ready to be bred and survives successfully on the veld. It is Hartebeestloop’s breeding policy to breed 
animals that maintain condition on the veld and are ready to be bred with minimal extra lick. HART 12-0083 will improve this 
trait in your herd.

His adaptability traits are well developed – excellent coat and hair, strong hump, long tail with strong legs and good claws. 
He is also very masculine with strong mouth, good eyebrows, nice darkening and very neat scrotum of 37 cm circumference.

His breeding value indexes are also very good – low on birth, good pre-wean and post-wean growth ability, much milk and 
very good average daily weight gain and feed efficiency. I prefer bulls that have both very good pre-wean and post-wean growth 
– it allows you to use the bull when you run both weaner calf and ox production systems, as the pasture permits. It is common 
practice in Namibia and we have to breed bulls that support both systems.

HART 12-0083 will do very well in both weaner calf and ox production systems. Bear him in mind for breeding replacement 
heifers – very good build, good capacity, adaptability, milk, growth and fertility have been bred into the bull and that is precisely 
what you want in your replacement heifers.
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LOT 26 : HART 12 - 0069
He is bred from FCT 00-0065 and NGO 03-0070. Nico Visser and I were very impressed 

with the bull at the sale auction of Fortress Bonsmaras. Unfortunately the bull fetched too 
high a price that day. I have seen several of his sons that breed exceptionally well. HART 
06-0074 at EMOK Bonsmaras of Edward Hansen, is doing superbly as do quite a lot of his 
progeny at Chris Visser of Skatkis Bonsmaras. The dam is NGO 03-0070 – she is an Elite 

Gold cow - and one of the very best cows in the herd. Her AFC is 35 months, ICP 400 days/8 calves, wean index is 110/7 
calves and RI is 104. She weans on average at 51,3% of her body mass. Several of her progeny were sold including a top stud 
bull HART 08-0240 to H.V. Murangi. Pay special attention to the quality of his sons on auction.

HART 12-0069 is a medium-frame “All Rounder, All Purpose” bull with very good stud potential. He has very good mus-
culature, is broad, exhibits good capacity, strong topline and good length. His length/height ratio of 1.19 is better than breed 
average. There are really no phenotypical or structural shortcomings on the bull. The bull is all of a piece with good balance. 
His meat traits are also very good – eye-muscle surface (111) and early fat deposition (125) are first class. He was also a Top 
Performer in all other traits that were tested – wean index (121), ADG (111), Kleiber/veld feed conversion (106), veld bull (114) 
and pelvis (101).

His adaptability traits are also top of the range and so is his masculinity.
HART 12-0069’s breeding value index is also very good – low on birth, very good pre-wean and post-wean growth ability, 

ample milk, outstanding average daily weight gain, very good feed conversion and excellent reproduction value. It is difficult 
to breed bulls that look “right”, do exceptionally well in performance testing, are outstanding in “Hartebeestloop Farmer Perfor-
mance” measuring, come from good pedigrees and to top it all have excellent breeding value indexes as well! HART 12-0069 
is such a bull!

It is a must for stud breeders to pay attention to him. I expect a lot from him and can recommend him with confidence 
as a potential stud bull.

LOT 27 : HART 12 - 0078
He is bred from AG 05-0145 and CEF 99-0004. She is one of the older cows in the herd 

with AFC 31 months, ICP 370 days/13 calves, wean index is 99/13 calves and RI is 114. 
She weans on average at 48,4% of her body mass. She has bred superbly and progeny of 
hers were sold to Guperas Bonsmaras, Suiderland Stoetery BK, Toronto Bonsmaras and 
Okozonduno Bonsmaras. HART 12-0078’s half-brother, HART 09-0249 was sold to Charlot-

tenberg Bonsmaras. These are good animals that have been bred from these lines.
HART 12-0078 is a medium-frame bull that I would first use only on cows. There is no problem with his build, mature mass 

or shoulder height – it is the birth weight breeding value index of 75 that is troubling. First have a look what his calves look like 
before you consider him on heifers. HART 12-0078 is a well-muscled bull with good length, acceptable capacity and depth, 
strong topline and good slope of rump.

His adaptability traits are well developed with splendid coat and hair, good hump, strong legs and good claws. His veld bull 
index of 102 shows that he is well adapted to perform on the veld. The underline is clean and the navel flap/sheath combination 
is very good. The secondary masculinity traits are also very strong with good head, strong eyebrows, nice darkening and very 
neat scrotum that hangs symmetrically.

His breeding value indexes are a good average – but he is heavy on birth and his milk figure is low.
HART 12-0078 can be used well in a crossbreeding programme with cows where milk production is not a problem. Brah-

man/Simmentaler FI cows will pair excellently with him. He will bring a lot of good Bonsmara traits to such a crossbreeding 
programme.
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LOT 28 : HART 12 - 0308
Both CEF 04-0462 and AG 98-0338 have bred very good build. I combined the 2 bloodlines 

in the breeding of HART 12-0308. He is bred from CEF 04-0462 and HART 07-0127. On 
mother’s side she comes from the Woestyn Bonsmara stud – the animals did very well with 
us. Her AFC is 17 months (bull over the fence!), ICP 433 days/5 calves, wean index is 104/5, 
RI is 115, 100% stud approval of her calves and she weans at 53,9% of her body mass.

HART 12-0308 is a medium-frame, “All Rounder, All Purpose” bull that can be used on heifers and cows. He is a bull with 
good width and capacity – exhibits strong topline with good hindquarter and very strong legs and broad hocks. His breeding 
value indexes for eye-muscle surface (113), dressing-mass percentage (110) and carcass production (118) show his good 
musculature as well as the abundance of meat he carries. He is going to breed outstanding oxen on the correct cows.

His adaptability traits are also good – hump development is good, coat and hair are shiny and short and tail is long. He has 
very good claws with strong legs. Distances in the Kalahari are therefore no problem for him. His veld bull index (98) shows 
that he performs under extensive farming conditions. He also exhibits very good masculinity – his strong head, good width 
between the eyebrows and strong eyebrows create an impressive picture.

His breeding value indexes are also very good – slightly heavier on birth weight, outstanding pre-wean and post-wean 
growth ability, positive on milk, very good average daily weight gain and also feed conversion with good reproduction value. 
These figures substantiate that the bull will introduce good value into the herd.

HART 12-0308 is a good example of the bulls we try to breed and also want to breed. Build is very good with ample muscu-
lature, width throughout, good length, depth and capacity – as well as bulls that are well adapted to extensive farming, that are 
loaded with meat and perform easily on the veld. 

This bull deserves your attention - he is meant for stud breeders and serious commercial farmers.

LOT 29 : HART 12 - 0384
On father’s side he goes back to AG 99-104. I have used 2 of his sons in the herd – AG 

04-0427 (father of HART 12-0384) and AG 04-0175 (sold as self-bred bull to Hendrik de 
Klerk of Gocharus Bonsmaras). The mother is BHE 03-0005 with AFC 29 months, ICP 447 
days/7 calves, wean index is 97/7, RI is 101 and 100% stud approval of all her calves. The 
BHE cows (Fortress Bonsmaras) have on the whole performed exceptionally well in the 

Kalahari.
HART 12-0384 is a medium-frame, “All Rounder, All Purpose” bull that can be used on heifers and cows. He is an excellent 

example of a bull that is phenotypically and structurally completely correct. There is really not a single trait that can be criti-
cized or must be “overlooked”. His good balance is striking as is his manner of easy movement. There is ample musculature, 
acceptable capacity and depth, strong topline and good length. He has an abundance of meat.

His adaptability is very good – hump well developed for such a young bull and coat and hair are shiny, smooth and short. 
The legs are more slender – he has that from his father who had slightly slender legs and who was primarily used to mate 
with first-time heifers. The bull has good secondary masculinity – strong eyebrows, firm head, nice darkening and well-formed 
scrotum that hangs nicely and has 42 cm scrotal circumference.

HART 12-0384’s breeding value indexes are very well balanced – low on birth weight for easy use on heifers, average 
growth ability and good reproduction value.

HART 12-0384 will perform well in any herd where phenotypical and structural faults have to be corrected. He is a typical 
“safe” bull that can easily fit into any production system. 

Consider him also for any crossbreeding system, especially where larger frame, later mature female animals are used. He 
will be utilized best in such a system.
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LOT 30 : HART 12 - 0392
He is bred from HART 09-0055 that was the top seller at the 2014 auction. He is an impres-

sive bull and many of his good traits can be seen in HART 12-0392. The dam is HART 07-
0057 with AFC 20 months, ICP 355 days/7 calves, wean index is 99/6, RI is 124 and 100% 
stud approval of all her calves. She was sold to Harry Erasmus of Erasmus Bonsmaras. Her 
mother BHE 04-0104 is still in the herd. From this mother line outstanding bulls were sold to 

Chris Visser of Skatkis Bonsmaras, Frans Lottering (national weaner calf winner) and Harry Erasmus.
HART 12-0392 is a 3,5 frame-type bull that must be used only on cows. His heavier birth weight and very good growth figures 

make him a risk on heifers. Of course this bull’s heavier birth weight has given him a good start and this can clearly be seen. He 
is very well muscled, has a strong topline, very good width, good capacity and depth and strong legs with broad hocks. There 
are so many other good traits in the bull I could mention – but let him speak for himself! 

His meat traits are second to none – breeding value indexes are as follows: eye-muscle surface (118), early fat deposition 
(113), marbling (112) and carcass production (115). He was a Top Performer on all levels of performance testing and “Harte-
beestloop Farmer Performance” measuring with ADG (121), Kleiber/veld feed conversion (112), veld bull (110) and pelvic index 
(113). Into the bargain, his condition count over seasons is one of the best in his group. He grows on the veld, is adapted, 
produces much meat and is soon in condition – what more do you want in a beefer?

His adaptability is outstanding – just look at the shiny and smooth coat as well as short hair. He also displays very good pig-
mentation. He is a very masculine bull – head is strong, broad between the eyebrows, nice darkening and very good scrotum 
of 39 cm.

His breeding value indexes are exactly as good as the bull looks – top of the range. Heavier on birth, much growth, enough 
milk, abundance of meat, high daily weight gain, outstanding veld feed conversion and good reproduction.

HART 12-0392 is definitely a bull that deserves another and closer look. He can be used very successfully in any pro-
duction system.

He exhibits very good stud potential and stud breeders who need some framework, growth and vigour don’t have to look 
any further.

LOT 31 : HMB 12 - 0035
Bull from guest seller: Hochfeldstreek Bonsmaras
HMB 12-0035 is a bull with “background music” that has proven himself worthy of his 

title and comes from the renowned AG 04-0427 bloodline. HMB 12-0035 is the offspring of 
sire HART 08-0141 that comes from the AG 04-0427 bloodline. The sire of HMB 12-0035, 
HART 08-0141 has made a profoundly positive contribution to our stud at Hochfeldstreek 

Bonsmaras. He breeds exceptionally well male and female offspring. This year it is the first time that his male progeny from 
our stud is offered on auctions.

The dam of HMB 12-0035, HMB 04-0072, had her first calf at 34 months of age, maintained an ICP of 415 days for six calves, 
which she all weaned with an average index of 93. She has a reproduction index of 102 – a very good production record for 
cows that have to perform sustainable and well under extensive conditions. She was bred from the then well-known “Bristow” 
bloodline JRB H5 – a bull that did very well in our rugged conditions and had good adaption properties. 

HMB 12-0035 is one of the most exceptional bulls from our stud on offer this year. He is one of those beefy bulls that show 
good width throughout his whole frame, good length and very good capacity. Some very impressive properties are his mascu-
line head, good width between the eyes and awesome darkening around the eyes. 

Adaptability, especially from the Bonsmaras, is the most important trait that is required for our Namibian cattle producers. 
Good adaptability enables sustainable top productivity. HMB 12-0035 has outstanding traits for adaptability and quite a few 
other: most striking is his smooth, shiny coat for efficient heat reflection, his nice, long tail; his perfectly shaped and short 
sheath, and last but not least the beautiful dark pigmentation on the bottom part of his scrotum, around his well-developed 
muzzle and around his eyes. The prominent eyebrow ridges protect his eyes very well. 

Secondary masculine traits are very well developed in this bull: prominent eyebrow ridge, a strong muzzle, good hump de-
velopment, vertical folds on his neck, and good depth in the forequarter. 

In general HMB 12-0035 has well-developed hooves and legs, well-rounded and balanced testes and a scrotal circumfer-
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LOT 32 : NN 11 -  0024
Bull from guest seller: Millekena Bonsmaras

He is as hardy as his environment and adapted to it. NN 11-0024 has been taken, as you 
see him here, from a herd of forty heifers where he had been since the beginning of January. 

Together with his heifers he was only on a phosphate lick as supplement and from the middle of April he is going to be 
rounded off on the veld with concentrates to get him ready for the auction.

A bull that comes from a very fertile mother line: Mother NN 07-0132 calved for the first time at age 28 months and she main-
tains an inter-calf period of only 382 days for 5 calves with a reproduction index of 113. His grandma boasts an ICP of 360 days.

He exhibits strong masculinity in his forequarter with a strong mouth, and particularly good musculature in his forelegs, with 
good length and spring of rib. The musculature can also be clearly seen on his hindquarter with a good length between the 
hooks and the pin bone. 

Because of his prominent forequarter the bull must be used only on larger heifers and cows. 
NN 11-0024 will breed outstanding breeding animals as well as oxen.

LOT 35 : HART 12 - 0120
He is bred from AG 06-0350 and HART 07-080. Her AFC is 23 months, ICP 363 days/5 

calves, wean index is 101/5 calves, RI is 120 and 100% stud approval of all her calves 
offered. Her mother BHE 02-0035 is also still in the herd. You will see the outstanding re-
production performances of this exceptional 13-year-old cow in the catalogue. I have sold 
excellent animals from these bloodlines to Guperas Bonsmaras, Nabibis Bonsmaras and 

a top stud bull HART 10-0272 to Erasmus Bonsmaras. This mother line constantly breeds quality animals which are easily 
marketable at stud auctions.

HART 12-0120 is a medium-frame, “All Rounder, All Purpose” bull that can be used on cows and heifers. He is well muscled, 
there is ample width and depth, strong topline with good eye-muscle surface and good mid-piece. The bull is loaded with meat 
– breeding value indexes for eye-muscle surface (156) and dressing-mass percentage (95). He will perform very well under 
extensive conditions due to his very good adaptability traits. This can also be seen in his veld bull performance of 112 and also 
his early fat deposition of 105 – check out his good hump development, glossy coat and shiny and short hair. He gains good 
condition on the veld first and also retains the condition longest. He was a good performer during the extensive growth test with 
ADG index (101) and Kleiber/veld feed conversion (104).

His breeding value indexes are also well balanced – slightly heavier on birth, ample growth and slightly smaller body meas-
urements.

HART 12-0120 will do well in any commercial herd where reproduction, adaptability, mother line traits, growth ability and 
meat quantity have to be improved. He will be very effective in crossbreeding where larger frame and later mature cows form 
the basis of the herd.

ence of 34,5 cm as measured at his veterinary evaluation. Take a good look at his beautiful balance and good muscling, espe-
cially in the long thigh muscling-area which goes down right to his stifle joint. 

HMB 12-0035 is a medium frame bull with a lot of stud potential – stud breeders should have a close look at him. This bull 
should make a positive contribution to any herd. His progeny should also perform well in weaner, as well as oxen or steer 
production systems.
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LOT 47 : HART 12 - 0118
He is bred from HART 08-0240 and HART 07-0122. Have a good look at the mother lines 

involved in the breeding of HART 12-0118 – grandma on father’s side is an Elite Gold cow, 
grandma on mother’s side is an Elite Silver cow and the dam is an Elite Bronze cow. This 
breeding gives new dimension to the principle that outstanding fertility is highly replicative. 

HART 07-0122’s AFC is 29 months, ICP of 375 days/5 calves, wean index is 104/5 and RI 
of 113. She reproduces like her mother – absolutely exceptionally! I sold an outstanding bull, HART 09-0181, from this mother 
line to Johann Human.

HART 12-0118 is a 3,5 frame type bull that must be used only on cows. His birth weight, strong musculature and mature 
mass make him a risk for use on heifers. He is an example of the type of beef cattle we have to breed in order to farm optimally. 
There are good musculature and width, good mid-piece, strong topline, good length and good hindquarter. His potential for 
delivering an abundance of meat is very good – breeding value indexes for eye-muscle surface (125) and carcass produc-
tion (117). You can see by just looking at the bull that he has a frame loaded with meat. He was an outstanding performer 
throughout – wean (107), ADG (116), Kleiber/veld feed conversion (107), veld bull index (116), pelvic index (101) and early fat 
deposition (108). He has a surplus of whatever is important for meat production.

His adaptability and masculinity are very good. His pre-auction scrotal circumference is 38,5 cm.
His breeding value indexes are also very good – heavier on birth, outstanding pre-wean and post-wean growth, much milk, 

high average daily weight gain, excellent feed conversion and very good reproduction values.
HART 12-0118 comes late into the ring at the auction. Don’t be influenced by this. The auction sequence is arranged in such 

a way that good bulls are present throughout otherwise the auction comes to a dead end. Pay special attention to HART 12-
0118 - he brings a lot of excellent traits to the table.

LOT 48 : HART 12 - 0121
He is bred from CEF 04-0462 (see the “sire” link above to view his photo) and BHE 04-

0145 She is one of the excellent mother lines in the herd and performs very. Her AFC is 30 
months, ICP 356 days/8 calves, wean index is 96/7 calves, RI is 115 and she has 100% stud 
approval of all her calves offered. 

HART 12-0121 is a medium-frame “All Rounder, All Purpose” bull that can be used on 
heifers and cows. He has good musculature, ample width, very nice mid- piece and good depth through the forequarter. His 
topline is strong and he exhibits very good length. His length/height ratio is 1.21 which of course is very much better than breed 
average. His potential for breeding an abundance of meat is very good – breeding value indexes for dressing-mass percentage 
and carcass production are 100 and 102 respectively. His build also shows clearly that he is loaded with meat.

He performed very well during the performance testing and also at “Hartebeestloop Farmer Performance” measurements – 
ADG (108), Kleiber/veld feed conversion (106), veld bull test (106), pelvic index (99) and early fat deposition breeding value 
index of 100. Some bulls do well in certain facets and other bulls do well in all facets. HART 12-0121 falls into the latter group.

His adaptability traits are second to none – nice hump development, outstanding shiny coat and hair, long tail, strong legs and 
good claws. The bull has a very good clean underline. His secondary masculinity traits are very well developed – strong head, 
broad between the eyebrows, good darkening and neat, clean and smooth scrotum that hangs symmetrically and measures 
37 cm.

His breeding value indexes are also very good. Basically on breed average for birth, good overall growth ability, high daily 
weight gain, good feed conversion, positive reproduction and almost ideal body measurements.

HART 12-0121 will do very well in both weaner calf and ox production systems. If you want to improve growth ability, adapt-
ability or load your animals with meat – this is the bull that fits the bill! Also bear him in mind if your cows are a little too flatsided 
and you want to improve width and frame.
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LOT 50 : HART 12 - 0261
He is bred from AG 07-0400 and VBB 08-0076 – she is an Elite Bronze cow. Her AFC is 29 

months, ICP of 351/5 calves, wean index is 107/5 calves, RI is 116, 100% stud approval of 
all her calves and weans on average at 51% of her body mass. From her I sold a very nice 
heifer in calf to Charlottenberg Bonsmaras and an outstanding bull HART 10-0202 to Ben 
Mouton of Wagner Bonsmaras. 

HART 12-0261 is a medium-frame (3,5) bull I would use on cows and grown-out heifers. 
As his father, grandfather (AG 02-0251) and great-grandfather (AG 98-0338) his musculature is very good. There is ample 
width, good mid-piece, strong topline, good hindquarter and good length in the bull. His length/height ratio of 1.20 is very good 
and contributes to the good balance of the bull. HART 12-0261 immediately attracts attention. His meat potential is top of 
the range – breeding value index for eye-muscle surface is 136. Remember, musculature is nothing but meat, which in turn 
produces weight which in turn yields money. He also did very well during testing – both official testing and the “Hartebeestloop 
Farmer Performance” measuring – wean (112), ADG (115), Kleiber/veld feed conversion (113), veld bull index (117), pelvic 
index (102) and breeding value index of 114 for early fat deposition. He grows extremely well, is very well adapted on the veld 
and gains condition fast – these are 3 traits that are important for our profitability in the beef cattle industry.

He is definitely one of the bulls on auction that exhibit the most adaptability traits which are also the most conspicuous. Come 
and look for yourself. The bull also displays good masculinity with nice darkening and a very well formed scrotum that hangs 
perfectly and has a scrotal circumference of 37 cm.

His breeding value indexes are outstanding – almost on breed average for birth, very good growth ability, ample milk, good 
ADG, very good feed conversion and good reproduction value. His values are really beyond criticism!

HART 12-0261 comes from a proven father line that has made the greatest contribution to the Bonsmaras – he comes from 
a mother line which has already bred and sold good animals at a young age. He is a TOP PERFORMER irrespective of what 
he was tested for. 

Reserve a place for him in your herd.

LOT 53 : HART 12 - 0253
He is bred from HART 08-0240 and BHE 03-0015. Her AFC is 28 months, ICP of 365 

days/10 calves, wean index is 100/10 and RI is 116. On father’s side the grandma NGO 
03-0070 is an Elite Gold cow. From BHE 03-0015 we sell animals to Timco Bonsmaras, 
Human Boerdery, Springputz Bonsmaras and Arnold Klein Boerdery. She constantly breeds 
marketable animals.

HART 12-0253 is a medium-frame, “All Rounder, All Purpose” bull that can be used on both cows and grown-out heifers (24 
months). The good length of the bull is striking. He exhibits ample musculature, good topline for such a long bull, nice hindquar-
ter and strong legs. There is enough meat on the bull and breeding value indexes for dressing-mass percentage and carcass 
production are 96 and 105 respectively, which are both acceptable. Have a good look at the mature mass breeding value index 
of 113 – this bull’s extra weight comes from his length.

HART 12-0253 did well during the growth test under extensive conditions and ended with ADG index of 102. Both the Kleiber 
index (98) and veld bull index (97) indicate that he performs well under extensive veld conditions.

He is very well adapted to his environment. Take special notice of his very good coat and hair, hump development, strong 
legs and good claws. Good walking ability is very important in the extensive environment where camp sizes can be up to 1000 
hectare. Good balance, strong legs and good claws that withstand extensive conditions make the big difference whether or not 
animals last.

There is enough masculinity in the bull – his head is masculine, there is ample width between the eyes, his darkening is good 
and he exhibits a very good scrotum that measures 40 cm prior to the auction.

His breeding value indexes are very good – light birth weight, very good pre-wean and post-wean growth ability, more than 
enough milk, good average daily weight gain, very good feed efficiency and outstanding reproduction breeding value index. 

HART 12-0253 will do well in both weaner calf and ox production systems. There is very good pre-wean growth and much 
milk for weaner calves. For the ox producer he provides very good post-wean growth, far above average daily weight gain and 
very good feed conversion. 

He will of course also contribute these traits big time to any crossbreeding programme – especially where growth, milk and 
good weight gain fall short.
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LOT 54 : HART 12 - 0306
He is bred from AG 03-0029 (see the “sire” link above to view his photo) and VBB 07-0138. 

She is bred from one of our top mother lines, namely CJJ 03-0031 which performs exception-
ally well. Make sure to check out her reproduction figures in the catalogue. VBB 07-0138’s 
AFC is 29 months, ICP is 353 days/6 calves, wean index is 104/5, RI is 116, she weans at 
48,6% of her body mass and has 100% stud approval of all her calves offered. We have sold 

only one top heifer from this mother line to Jungfrau Bonsmaras, all the other heifers have remained in the herd.
HART 12-0306 is a 3,5 frame-type bull that must be used only on cows. His mature mass, shoulder height and build are the 

reason why he should not be used on heifers. He exhibits very good build, strong musculature, good width with a nice mid-
piece and very good length. His father has outstanding pre-wean growth ability and his mother is very high on milk – he weans 
at 324 kg with wean index of 119. You can see immediately that the bull is loaded with meat – his breeding value indexes for 
eye-muscle surface (105), dressing-mass percentage (110) and carcass production (120) confirm it.

He has very good adaptability traits – coat and hair are top of the range, tail almost touches the ground, hump development 
is good and his legs and claws are also very strong. His veld bull index (98) shows that he is rather well adapted to veld condi-
tions. The bull has good masculinity – his head and strong eyebrows present a nice picture, darkening is present and he has a 
very good scrotum measuring 39 cm. His masculine appearance shows that his sex hormones are very well balanced.

His breeding value indexes also show clearly the value of HART 12-0306 as breeding animal – slightly heavier on birth 
weight, one of the best pre-wean and post-wean growth abilities on auction, ample milk, outstanding daily weight gain with very 
good feed conversion and also very good reproduction value. You can use HART 12-0306 with confidence in any production 
system and he will have a great impact.

HART 12-0306 is one of the strong bulls on auction. He has good build, an abundance of meat, outstanding growth ability, 
ample milk, he is adapted to the veld and comes from proven pedigrees. Put a tick next to his lot number and have another look 
at him before you make your final choice. 

 

PROGRAMME

AGRA / HARTEBEESTLOOP BOEREDAG / FARMERS’ DAY

 09H10 Kyk hoe teel ons POENAS! Have a look at our POLLED Bonsmara breeding program!  Joggie Briedenhann

PROGRAM  /

09H45  Boerdery in Suideliek Afrika - as jy die spelreëls ken, EN JY!                                   Prof Theo Venter
             Know the rules of the game and win with farming in Southern Africa            

10H30  Dit is alles in die skrotums.   It all has to do with the scrotum                              Dr Martin Ferreira
11H30  Is ons almal in dieselfde bootjie met die droogte? Are we in the same boat with the drought
                                                                                                                                                       Kobus Marais
12H15  PRAKTIES/PRACTICAL:  Martin toets bulle en ons neem deel   We take part     Dr Martin Ferreira                

      SKROTUMS, VRUGBAARHEID & DROOGTE

14:00   Ons punt die Veldbulle   We score the Veld Bulls                                              Joggie Briedenhann                         
14:30   Bulle deur die ring, bespreking & saam kuier!Bulls through the ring, discussion and socializing!
                                                                                     Kiep Lepen  Japie Bestebreurtjie & Joggie Briedenhann

 VELDBULLE & VEILINGSBULLE

POENAS

        

Donderdag 28 Mei 2015 Thursday 28 May 2015

BOERDERY in Suidelike Afrika.
A BETTER LIFE

Ons nooi jou hartlik uit om die besondere dag met ons te kom geniet!  
Alle lesings is gratis en middagete is N$ 40.00 per persoon. 

We cordially invite you to attend this special day with us! 
All lectures are free and lunch is available at N$ 40.00 per person.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

1. Health Status 
All the animals’ health status is on the same level – whether it is for commercial or stud purposes, it makes no differ-
ence. All animals’ vaccinations are up to date. Animals are vaccinated according to the prescribed program by the 
breeder’s local vetenarian. All animals are injected with multi-minerals and multi-vitamins as well. All female animals 
are classified as pregnant or is sold with calf. Open heifers are certified accordingly and comes with veterinary recom-
mendation that their reproductive organs have been clinically inspected and that no visible or clinical abnormalities 
have been detected. Where possible we eliminate the risks for you at our auction! 

2. Female Animals on auction 
Come and familiarise yourself with the quality of the female animals offered on auction. These female animals should 
make a valuable contribution to the quality of your herd. The cows and heifers should perform just as well – if not better 
– in any other environment. There is always a demand for good Bonsmara female animals. This comes as no surprise 
- the Bonsmara is the motherline of choice! There are more than 150 animals for you to choose from – these include 
the female animals from our guest sellers. Our female animals on offer make it worth the effort to attend the auc-
tion! Have a good look at the calves that are from very good to excellent quality. The pregnancy status of the female 
animals will be available on the day of auction. Pregnancy certificates will be issued by the veterinary surgeon. We 
have received very positive feedback from buyers of female animals at the auction in the past. Come and select your 
replacement female animals at our auction.

3. Free transport 
We deliver free of charge; if the road is accessible the animals will be delivered to the farm. We also deliver animals 
free of charge to the larger centres in RSA and to Ghanzi and Gaborone.

4.  Accommodation 
There are a number of guest houses, B&B’s, lodges and hotels in or close to Stampriet. We have listed some accom-
modation in the area, with contact details on our website (www.bonsmara.com.na). 
Stampriet is about 23 km from Hartebeestloop. Mariental is about 55 km from Stampriet. 
    
Our experience is that many people come for both the Farmers Day (this year on 30 May) as well as the Auction (31 
May). Please ensure that you make an early booking to ensure accommodation. The closer places normally fill up quite 
long before the auction.
   
For any further information, please contact: 
   Jaco van Vuuren (All Round Namibia, Tours & Transfers)
+264 61 259 831 /  +264 81 246 3245, logistics@iway.na

Do visit www.bonsmara.com.na/Auction 2015/General for the full list of possible accommodation. Jaco is keen to 
help and you are more than welcome to contact him.

Do visit our website
www.bonsmara.com.na

for much more information on the auction!
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6.  Map and GPS coordinates
More information is available on our website :
 www.bonsmara.com.na   (Auction 2015 / General)

7.  Transport from Windhoek to the auction on 29 May
Transport is available should you want to attend only the auction DD 29 May 2015. You may book a seat on the shut-
tle that leaves Windhoek at 06H00 from 10 Dr AB MAy Street, Ausspannplatz. The shuttle will return directly after the 
auction (around 17H00). There is ample time to still enjoy a delicious breakfast before the auction as well as to view the 
auction animals, before 11H00, when the auction starts. 
   Should you be interested, please contact Jaco van Vuuren 081 246 3245 (logistics@iway.na) to book a seat.  
8.  Standard Bank can help with financing your animals!
It is now very easy to obtain Hartebeestloop bulls and female animals, with the help of the Standard Bank Financing 
Scheme. Much more information is available on our website (www.bonsmara.com.na).

Please also contact the following persons at Standard Bank:
Andre Botes CENTRAL   Tel: (061) 294 2476 
Johan van Wyk MARIENTAL  Tel: (063) 242 371 
Dwaine Henckert CENTRAL  Tel: (061) 294 2851 
Abie Blaauw OKAHANDJA  Tel: (062) 503 047 
Jan Hayward TSUMEB   Tel: (067) 220 956
Johan Marais KEETMANSHOOP Tel: (063) 223 274
P.J. Bergh GOBABIS                Tel: (062) 562 423
Abel v/d Merwe OUTJO/OMARURU Tel: (067) 313 016
Gerhard Mukuahima CENTRAL  Tel: (061) 294 2684

To learn more about this Hartebeestloop/Standard Bank venture, regarding the conditions of financing as well as the 
minimum criteria to apply for financing, please visit the website (www.bonsmara.com.na/Auctions 2015/General) to 
download the PDF document with all the relevant information.

8.  FNB
This is also an invitation to all FNB Farmers to apply for pre-approval of financing to purchase animals at the Harte-
beestloop Auction. Please visit the website (www.bonsmara.com.na/Auctions 2015/General) for a list of names and 
contact details at FNB.

9.  AGRIBANK
Potential buyers may also contact Agribank if they want to acquire more information about financing animals bought at 
the Hartebeestloopo Auction.
Please check out our website for more information (www.bonsmara.com.na).


